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6 Days Unknown Austria - Mühlviertel (M-ID: 2254)
https://www.motourismo.com/en/listings/2254-6-days-unknown-austria-muhlviertel

from €619.00
Dates and duration (days)

Bordered between Bavaria, South Bohemia and Lower Austria we find here a still largely unknown
paradise for motorcyclists. This region advertises with the slogan "Experience farsightedness" and
this is exactly what we will let you participate in.

We don't expect any vertical meters, rather we drive through
the natural hilly landscape of the Mühlviertel. Away from
tourism, we experience a constantly changing landscape
here. River valleys with deep estuary gorges and a hilly
landscape with its unique granite formations provide lots of
views.
This tour offers a feast for all the senses. Culinary
delicacies such as the famous bacon dumplings, linseed oil
potatoes or the Mühlviertler beers are the exquisite
ingredients of this tour.

Day 1- Arrival day
Individual arrival until 18:00 o'clock
Getting to know each other and presenting the tours
The meeting point for our tour is near Rosenheim, where we
spend the first evening. He offers us the opportunity to get
to know the other participants and our tour guide will make
you curious about the upcoming days.

Day 2 - Joint trip to Austria
The destination of the day is the Granithochland
Mühlviertel. The journey takes us on winding side roads
along numerous lakes in Bavaria and Upper Austria before
we reach our hotel in the middle of the nature park in the
late afternoon.

Day 3 - Pleasure tour to the Danube
After an extensive breakfast we "experience" the most
beautiful motorcycle routes of the region. The tour takes us
through a beautiful hilly landscape to Europe's second-
longest river, the Danube.

Day 4 - Border experience South Bohemia
Today's motto is "border experience". For a while we leave
the Mühlviertel to visit the town Český Krumlov in South

Bohemia, affectionately called the "Pearl of the Bohemian
Forest". Countless winding lanes with small street cafes
radiate a Mediterranean flair and invite you to linger. The
way back leads us over wide curves with little traffic and
provides a lot of driving fun. Back in our hotel we can relax
and can look forward to a fresh, down-to-earth cuisine.

Day 5 - Joint trip to Germany
Today we have to say goodbye to the Mühlviertel and for
the last time we enjoy the fantastic views of the gentle hilly
landscape. We drive through the Salzburger Land as well as
the Traunsteiner Land and the Chiemgau. Over small side
roads with numerous curves we approach again the original
place of departure of our journey near Rosenheim.

Day 6 - Individual departure
4 exciting driving days lie behind us and thus 1050 driving
kilometers with infinitely many experiences and
impressions. No goodbye forever, the next adventure is
already waiting for us.
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Category Motorcycle Tour

Terrain Onroad

Vehicle your own motorcycle

Tourguide / Coach yes (guided)

Accommodation Hotel / B&B or similar

Flight to / from no, not incl.

Support vehicle (luggage/service) no

Customer payment protection yes

* PRICING Minimal without optional extras, see pricing

Pricing

per rider in a double room (The booking of a double room is only possible for a booking
with 2 persons). If you are a single person, please also choose the single room or the
option "Half double room".)

€619.00

per pillion passenger (passengers can only book together with a rider.) €559.00

per person single room (surcharge – all single travellers need to choose either the single
unshared room surcharge or a shared twin room surcharge depending on their
preference)

€105.00

per person option “Shared Twin Room” (If you as a single rider do not want to pay the
single room surcharge, then this option may be suitable for you. You will initially be
charged the single room surcharge which will subsequently be refunded or removed
from the final invoice if a suitable roommate can be found for you.

€105.00

Included

4 guided tours with a competent tour guide who is familiar with the country

5 overnight stays with rich breakfast

3 excellent dinners in our hotel in Austria (three-course menu or gourmet buffet)

Souvenir gift

Not included

Petrol

Meals, drinks (if not stated separately in benefits)

Travel cancellation Insurance

Everything that is not specified under benefits

More details
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Total distance: 1050 km

Daily stages: 220 to 280 km

Tour start: Rosenheim (D)

End of tour: Rosenheim (D)/ 2 hotel changes

Luggage transport

No: There is no escort vehicle available for this tour. Each participant transports his luggage independently on
the motorcycle.

Difficulty Level

Easy (SG 1): This tour has no high requirements and is suitable for all types of riders. The tour is carried out via
smooth curves alternating with straight stretches and is also suitable for beginners and returning riders. Fast
and safe overtaking operations should be possible. Difficult sections of curves are rather the exception.

On our tours we are basically only on the road with one group. Our travel groups are deliberately kept small and
limited to 8 motorcycles. The minimum number of participants on this tour is 6.
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